In this note, we give a necessary and sufficient condition on φ: X -* Y for υφ to be an open perfect mapping of vX onto vY and other related results.
In §2, concerning Theorem A we give a necessary and sufficient condition on φ for uφ to be an open perfect map of vX onto vY without using the theory of hyper-spaces (Theorem 2.3 below) and a necessary and sufficient condition on φ for uφ to be an open 2?C-preserving map of vX onto vY under some condition (Theorem 2.6 below).
We use the following notation and abbreviation: C(X) is the set of real-valued continuous functions defined on X, C(X; φ) = {/^ C(X); f is φ-bounded}, Bd A = the boundary of A, use = upper semicontinuous, lsc = lower semicontinuous and ω (co x ) = the first infinite (uncountabel) ordinal, clopen = closed and open.
Definitions and Lemmas.
1.1. DEFINITION. Let φ: X -> Y. f e C( X) is said to be φ-bounded if suρ{|/(jc)|; JC e φ" 1^) } < oo for everyy e Y. Whenever/is φ-bounded, [7] , (3) a space Y is cb * iff any d*-map onto Y is hyper-real, i.e., vφ is a perfect map onto υY [6] , (4) 
We will prove (2) => ( In the following we put As a direct consequence of the above theorem, we have the following corollary which is a generalization of the result obtained in [5] Proof. 
